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Artwork - Road Trip: A Journey of Discovery
Body aching I lean against a tree weary
Resting I sought strength with each breath
Reds and blues cover my upper half
Still numb
I could have tricked you into believing
That there was only half of me
If only you and I were both blind enough
To ignore what was in front of me
Surrounded by a meadow where trees thrive
Feeding from the drops of blood that still
Cling to the bones they once resided in
Without sensation
Steady eyes measure the distance still needed
A single wheel chair postrates
As if to remind me of a untroubled path
Where there is no shame in conceding
Its temptation sways me from my path
Yet knowing what it would symbolize
Stops me from falling instead I drag myself
Downward onto broken bones which validates
My existence
While others refuse to see me as I am
Underneath this simple picture
While others see grass and meadows
I see the blood shed by others who also
Choose this journey in search of something
Or trying to find what was taken from them
All the more necessary with one sigh, two sighs
Can’t fill me with peace yet I
Still endure

Artwork- Candle Light
Enshadowed by the night I sit
unable to light candles
The memory of them flickers in my mind
even though its faint it leaves me warm
Its image serves as a reflection of my spirit
weak yet constant in reminding me
All various sizes and colors yet I only
have more questions than answers
Seeing how my life is now I looked to my faith
seeking answers from candles encased in glass
Even now I question my faith because
why did it have to be me
I relive that day constantly looped trying to
find the exact moment that defined this present
In front of these weary eyes its
not panic nor fear that surfaces
My reflection revealed as shadows wane
each scar is laid bare before me
Leaving no illusion about myself my spirit
soars despite the darkness enveloping me
I have not lost my way
moving forward no longer
standing still

Artwork- Transit Station
Voices echo in the air
along with the clacking
I stand among crowds
some still, some loud
and some quiet
Trying to envision what
I hear since my eyes
are unseeing
Through the atmosphere
I sense their presence
Even as they flee
as quickly as possible
since my guide dog
gives away my label
Some make it a game
assuming at what
it could be or
what it means
At times they assume
correctly while others
under or exaggerate
details
Then there are others
who ignore my presence
treating me as a
specter
Even though they know
nothing of my story
or of my struggles

Yet they believe
in what they see
even when I say
different

Artwork- Concert Symphony
Lyrics carried by wind
sometimes seen and not heard
or heard but not seen
Symphonies carried by sea
become a deserted island
At times even I feel
carried by masses
yet isolated all the same
Even when constantly surrounded
always passed by even though
others come yet never stay
Some come only to leave at once
some come but never listen
their minds wander
Even with bodies present
bring as much comfort
as those who've come
and gone
Through it all I remain
aging all the same
changing yet stagnant
Counting in between each step
breaths let me know
who fled from their discomfort
Words give themselves away
tied to tone highlights
nerves pretend not to have
Leaving me to imagine
everything else
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